ZnO nanorods arrays are respectively prepared under different vapor pressure with opening (OZN) or sealing the beaker (SZN). The results from time-resolved photoluminescence measurements indicate that sealing the beaker during the growth process can effectively suppress the surface recombination of ZnO nanorods and the suppression effect is even better than a 500 o C post-thermal treatment to OZN. The results from X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurement reveal that the main reason for this phenomenon is that the surfaces of SZN are attached by groups related to NH 3 instead of the main surface recombination centers such as OH and H groups in OZN.
Introduction
It is well known that surface recombination through surface/interface states is a major loss mechanism for photo-generated carriers, and its negative influence on the photonic devices will become stronger as the geometrical dimension of materials is reduced. In recent decade years, quasi-one-dimensional ZnO nanostructures (e.g. nanorods, nonotubes and nanobelts) have been widely investigated due to their promising applications for nanophotonic applications such as nanolasers [1] [2] [3] , optical waveguides [4] [5] [6] , and light emitting diodes [7] . To optimize devices based on ZnO nanostructures, it is necessary to understand the surface recombination mechanisms and explore effective way to control it. But the corresponding investigations about ZnO surface recombination in the emission process and related surface defects are very limited [8] [9] .
As our previously report about ZnO nanorods grown by two-step chemical bath deposition method, post annealing is an efficient way to suppress the surface recombination process [10] [11] . However, this requires high temperature (500 o C), which undoubtedly increases the cost of the practical application. In addition, it is not possible to apply such post-grown thermal treatment for some applications which require flexible polymer substrates. From this point of view, if one can explore a way during the low-temperature growth process which can realize the suppression of the surface recombination without changing the properties of the ZnO nanorods, it will not only simplify the preparation procedure of the samples with high crystal quality, but also save the cost for large-scale fabrication.
Therefore, in this paper, we present an easier way to improve the surface quality during the growth process of ZnO nanorods. ZnO nanorods arrays are respectively prepared under different vapor pressure with opening or sealing the beaker. The results show that the surface quality can strongly be improved through sealing the beaker during the growth, which realizes even better suppression effect on the surface recombination than a 500 o C post-thermal treatment to the sample grown in an open beaker. The improvement mechanism of surface quality is also discussed in detail.
Experimental section
The ZnO nanorods arrays used in this investigation were grown on Si substrates by the CBD method, which includes a two-steps process, i.e. a substrate treatment prior to the CBD growth. [12] [13] . But in our case, the only difference between two asgrown ZnO nanorods arrays during the growth processes is that the beaker is sealed or Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) pictures were recorded by using a JEOL JSM-6301F. Photoluminescence (PL) measurements were carried out at room temperature. A CCD detector (Spectrum One) and a monochromator HR460 from Jobin Yvon-Spex were used to disperse and detect the ZnO emission. Laser line with a wavelength of 266 nm from a diode laser (Coherent Verdi) pumped resonant frequency doubling unit (MBD 266) is used as excitation source. Time resolved PL (TRPL) was performed by using an excitation laser line from a frequency tripled sapphire:Ti laser emitting at 266 nm, a 0.3 m monochromator and a streak camera at 1.8 K. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed using a Scienta® ESCA200 spectrometer in ultra-high vacuum (UHV) with a base pressure of 10 −10 mbar. The measurement chamber is equipped with a monochromatic Al (Kα)
X-ray source providing photon with hυ=1486.6 eV. The XPS experimental condition was set so that the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the clean Au 4f 7/2 line was 0.65 eV. All spectra were measured at a photoelectron take-off angle of 0º (normal emission) and room temperature. The binding energies were obtained referenced to the Fermi level with an error of ±0.1 eV.
Results and discussion
The SEM images of the as-grown OZN and SZN are shown in Fig.1 These two factors finally result in that growth speed of SZN is faster than that of OZN. Recently, this deep level emission band had been identified and at least two different defect origins (V O and V Zn ) with different optical characteristics were claimed to contribute to this DLE band [25] [26] [27] . As shown in Fig.3 , a remarkable strong enhancement of UV emission intensity appeared in OZN-A and SZN by almost a factor of 4~5 compared to the OZN, and on the contrary the deep level emission band had no big change. We would like to point out that the PL measurements were done in back-scattering geometry, i.e. all the samples are excited from the front top by a laser line with a wavelength of 266nm. The measurements from one sample to another sample were achieved by moving the sample holder and the laser focus and emission collection were optimized every time in order to avoid any intensity variation due to the measurement alignment. In addition, in order to check the consistency of the spectra across the samples, we also have measured different positions across the samples to do the spatial analysis. The results from different positions are similar. This is consistent with the homogeneity of the samples as shown in the SEM imagine (see Fig.1 ). Furthermore, according to the absorption coefficient of ZnO, the penetration depth of the laser is about 300nm, which is shorter than the length of ZnO nanorods in all the samples. Therefore, the emission intensity in PL spectra is only related to the crystal quality of the samples. The strong enhancement of UV emission of OZN-A and SZN mainly relates to the surface defects due to the slight variation in the DLE band compared with OZN [11] .
TRPL is a powerful method to monitor the existence of the surface recombination. As earlier demonstrated for Si epilayer [28] [29] [30] , the surface recombination can strongly influence the decay time. The excess minority carriers via the near bandgap recombination exhibit a single exponential decay or a nonexponential decay, depending on whether the surface recombination is the major recombination channel or not. Fig.4 shows the low-temperature (1.8K) TRPL spectra from OZN, OZN-A and SZN. The time-resolved signals were recorded with detection wavelength at the maximum intensity of the UV emission peak (around 369.52 nm).
All three samples exhibit a non-exponential decay, as shown in Fig.4 , which means the surface recombination is the major recombination channel in them. By examining the decay curves in Fig.4 , we find that the decay curves can be fitted by two The results show that the value of  B is the same, 95 ps, for all decay curves. We believe that this time constant represents an effective "bulk" exciton decay time in these samples, which has been discussed in detail in our previous reports [10] [11] .
Apparently, the value of  B in our case is much shorter compared to other reports on [32] . For these two techniques, i.e. vapor transport method and MOCVD, the growth temperature is at least 450 o C, which is much higher than 93 o C in our experiment, so the crystalline quality of their sample is better than our samples , which results in that our exciton radiative lifetime is much shorter. Although our value is shorter, it is still longer than that (70 ps) from the samples prepared by the other low-temperature (90 o C) aqueous chemical growth technique [33] , which means our sample has a relatively better crystalline quality. Moreover, the same deduced value of  B for three samples prepared under different conditions indicates that the crystal qualities of "bulk" parts in them are same. It further reveals that the difference between the three decay curves depends mainly on another fast exponential decay with time constants  S which is strongly influenced by the surface recombination. The To reveal the effect and mechanism of growth process on the surface recombination, it is necessary to understand the surface composition of OZN and SZN.
XPS was used to investigate the surface composition of OZN and SZN. Fig. 6 shows the XPS survey spectra obtained from OZN and SZN, in which all of the peaks can only be ascribed to Zn, O, and C elements as labeled in Fig. 6 [34] . It indicates that there are no other impurities observed in both samples. We would like to mention that, in all the XPS spectra of ZNAs, the binding energies have been calibrated by taking (10 surface as reported in our previous report [45] . In Ref This phenomenon depends on the different growth mechanism of OZN and SZN, which will be discussed in detail in the following part.
According to the reaction formulae (1)- (7) absorbed by the surface of ZnO nanorods due to the high concentration of NH 3 in the beaker. Therefore, we deduce that the group related to NH 3 is the main group attached on the surface of SZN, which may has less contribution on the surface recombination.
In order to verify this, XPS was used to detect the nitrogen signal from the OZN and SZN. Fig.8 shows the N1s XPS spectra from OZN and SZN. From Fig.8 , we can see that one peak located at 400.02 ±0.3 eV can be observed in both samples. It is known that the N 1s peak from molecularly adsorbed NH 3 on metal and semiconductor surfaces appears at 400-401 eV, whereas for the partially decomposed species, i.e., NH x (x= 1, 2), N 1s peak appears at 398-399.4 eV [52] [53] [54] . Thus, the peak at 400.02
eV is well associated with the molecularly adsorbed NH 3 , which proves that the groups associated to NH 3 indeed cover the surface of SZN as induced above. But we can also observe that the relative intensity of N1s signal from SZN is about three times of that from OZN. This implies hat more groups related to NH 3 are attached on the surface of SZN. [55] . The position of VB and CB of ZnO were taken from the experiment [56] .
experimental measurement about the LUMO and HOMO energy level of NH 3 absorbed by ZnO are still limited. We hope that our results can stimulate more investigations on it.
Conclusion
In the paper, we present an effective way, i.e. sealing the beaker, to suppress the surface recombination during the growth process, which can realize a better impact 
